La Chaire Papachristidis en Études grecques modernes, l’Institut d’études islamiques (Université McGill) et le Groupe d’études turques et ottomanes (Université du Québec à Montréal) vous invitent au colloque

« Patterns of Innovation and Change in the Ottoman Empire: Views from the Periphery »

Lundi, 26 mars 2012

Première séance 9h00 – 13h00
Council Room, Arts Building 160, Université McGill (Campus central)

Présidence : Ariel SALZMANN (Queens University)

Stefan WINTER (UQÀM) : The Mawali Bedouin of Iraq and Syria and the Ottoman "Desert Emirate", 16th-18th c.

Merih EROL (Princeton) : Between Modernity and Authenticity: Ottoman-Greek responses to the 19th c.

Tassos ANASTASSIADIS (McGill) : Broomstick Fights and French Lessons: Confessionalization and "untoward" innovation in the 19th c. Ottoman periphery

Lerna EKMEKCIOGLU (MIT) : When does the "Periphery" Matter? Minors and female bodies in occupied Istanbul 1918-1922

Communication principale (« keynote », avec sandwiches et café servis)

Bernard HEYBERGER (IISMM-EHESS, Paris) : Christians in the City: Aleppo in Ottoman Times

Atelier des cycles supérieures 13h30 – 17h00
Wendy Patrick Room, Wilson Hall, 3506 University, Montréal

Rashed CHODWURY (Ph.D. McGill) : Bedouin Opposition to the Hijaz Railway


Mike FERGUSON (McGill) : Archeology, Missionaries, and Imperialism: the tomb of St.Polycarp in late Ottoman Izmir

Nicolas JODOIN (UQÀM) : Political Upheaval in Northern Syria and Eastern Anatolia according to the Reports of Frédéric Poche, Belgian Consul at Aleppo, 1887-1912.

Daniel MARTIN (McGill) : Popular Mobilization and the Shifting Boundaries of the “State” in post-Tanzimat Ottoman Mount Lebanon

Emrah SAHIN (Ph.D. McGill) : American Missionaries in the Ottoman Realm: Views from the Imperial Center